CONVINCE YOUR BOSS
DEEP LEARNING IN FINANCE SUMMIT
London, 19 - 20 March 2019

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
We are now seeing more and more Banks, Asset Managers and Financial Bodies using deep learning
applications to forecast financial data, stock market predictions and to keep our information safe.
Speakers at the Deep Learning in Finance Summit will share insights on recent breakthroughs in technical
advancements and fintech applications including financial forecasting & risk management. Topics
covered includes: Retail Finance, Stocks Market Prediction, Privacy & Security, Robo-Advisors and
Chatbots.

WHAT WILL YOUR EMPLOYEE GAIN FROM IT?
Experience World-Class
Presentations
Discover what’s on the horizon
from the world’s leading minds in
AI and explore cutting-edge
advancements in DL.

Network With
Global AI Leaders

Post-Summit
Presentation Access
Missed a talk? View all summit
presentations again and hear
more from speakers in behind
the scenes interviews and
discussions.

Experience the unique
opportunity of networking with
AI pioneers as well as a crossindustry mix of attendees.

Specially Curated
workshops

Interactive
VC Panel

Looking to implement AI into
your business? Take part in
interactive workshops to learn
how.

Hear from leading
Venture Capitalists on
industry insights, funding
processes and tips.

YOU’LL BE IN GREAT COMPANY
Job Roles
Financial Regulators
CTO
Director of Statistical ML
Managing Director
Head of IT Development
Trend Researcher
Quant Trader Developer
Machine Learning Developer
Venture Capitalist
Software Engineer
Deep Learning Researcher
eFX Quant Analyst
Director of Strategy
Head of Investment Analytics
Data Scientist

Attendee Type

PhD Students / Academics
Startups
Industry Professionals

Companies
Capital One
JP Morgan
ING Bank
Mizuho
DBS Bank
Ostrum Asset Management
Vodafone
Deutsche Bank
HSBC
Dankse Bank
Lloyds Banking Group
European Central Bank
Prudential
Google
BCG

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
“The value of the event is to find out where AI currently stands in the financial service industry as well as the opportunities to
discover new AI application ideas, to network with professors and industry practitioners”
Vice President, Machine Learning, Asset & Liability Management, BNY Mellon
“Common machine learning methods are often ineffective in certain real-world settings where data is scarce or very messy. It
was great to discuss what works and what doesn’t with a mix of industry practitioners and applied researchers”
Data Scientist, The World Bank
“There is a great mix of industry and academia, interesting talks and superb organization. It is a really valuable event”
Head of Innovation Lab, Société Générale
“An immersive experience in industry tech trends for Big Data Analytics and AI led by an enthusiastic and proficient
organisation”
Professor, University of Sannio

SUPPORTED BY LEADING COMPANIES
As the summits continue to grow, we welcome new speakers, sponsors and exhibitors each year as
well as returning companies who continue to benefit from the wealth of knowledge and expertise.

WHAT’S INCLUDED?
Exclusive access to the session room and exhibition area. There will also be interactive sessions, deepdive workshops and panel discussions. On both days a light breakfast, a hot lunch, tea and coffee and
refreshments will be provided.
There will be free wifi so you can catch up on those important emails, as well as charging stations
available. Across the summit there will be 12+ hours of networking with 200+ attendees, including a
drinks reception at the end of day 1. You will also receive post-event access to all the filmed
presentations.
Group discounts available on summit tickets : TEAM3: save 20%, TEAM5: save 30%

LEARN MORE
Don’t hesitate to reach out with any questions you may have, and please contact
John McNicholas, Customer Relationship Manager for more information.

+1 415 800 3262

@

john@re-work.co

